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Students not offended
by sexist language
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Editor's !Vote: This is the third story in
a four-part series dealing with events
that have occurred since a report by the
Task Force on the Status of Women was
made public in July 1988.
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer
The majority of female students who
responded to a recent Daily Maine Campus survey said they are not offended
when sexist language is used in the
classroom and they have not been victims of sexual discrimination in class.
Students from the departments of
geology, forest biology, journalism,
computer science, business and
philosophy participated in the survey.

of the 137 surveyed said they were not
offended when gender-biased language
is used in class.
"1 think that as a male I have been
taught by society to use so-called 'sexist' terminology," one male student
responded. "I do not do so intentionally, nor do 1 make a habit of it.
"I become extremely offended
though, when a woman jumps down my
throat for amt using the correct .terminology," he said.
To a question that asked students if
they had been discriminated against in
class, 77 percent of the women responded no.
"Classes are nonsexist as far as I have
observed," a female student said.
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Sexist language
Contrary to a report on the status of
women that was released July 22, which
states that "sexist language is damaging
to both men and women," 74 percent
of the 96 females polled said they are not
offended when a professor or instructor uses "he" or "mankind" when
referring to both sexes.
From the male perspective, 94 percent

The Task Force on the Status of
Women, which was commissioned by
University of Maine President Dale Lick
in 1987 to investigate the inequality of
women on campus, stated in a public
report that the classroom is an environmcnt that can potentially taunt and
belittle women.
Some women polled supported the
report's conclusion, saying they have
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been victims of ridicule by their
professors.
"There have been snide and patronizing remarks by male professors to

women but not to men," said a nontraditional female student.
Furthermore, the report on the status
(see SURVEY page 8)

Wyman supports-SDI, Westmoreland tells
federal spending cuts
his side of Vietnam
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer

Jasper Wyman. the Republican candidate for U.S. Senate, claims that the
race between he and Sen. George Mitchell, D-Maine, offers a choice in
values.
Wyman, who spoke in the Coe
Lounge of the Memorial Union
Wednesday, said he didn't think the
stereotype that he is ultraconservative
is correct.
"1 think the positions I take on
issues are the same positions most people take, once they become acquainted
with the issues," he said.
Two debates scheduled
Wyman also attacked what he called Mitchell's avoidance of debates.
Wyman said he sent the senator a let.1 ter on July 21 requesting a series of
debates, but Mitchell accepted to appear in only two. One of the debates
— be teieviseci on ViCalviE-TV on
Win
Oct. II, and another televised debate
will be shown on %VCRS-TV on Oct
27.

-

"Senator Mitchell has dragged his
feet in haying debates, and that's unfortunate," Wyman said. "The
voters of the state lose an opportunity."
Wyman also claimed that the agenda for the Oct. 11 debate was "stacked" on issues that favored Mitchell.
The debate, which is limited to the environment, women's issues, the elder-1y and health care, was called censorship by Wyman.
Wyman, though, admitted to having "a great deal of respect" for his
opponent.
"(Mitchell) is a very capable, intelligent and charming individual, and
he is very popular in Maine,"
Wyman said. However, he added,
"This isn't a popularity contest —
we're not voting for high school presi
dent."

Westmoreland said the failure to officially declare the conflict in Vietnam
a war resulted in a "carte blanche for
The Vietnam War was lost on the dissent."
He said the media also helped to
hornetront not the battlefield according
to Gen. Willian,Westmorelan4, com- spark opposition to U.S. presence in
mander of United States military forces Vietnam as some "journalists reported
irresponsibly." He cited coverage of
in Vietnam from 1964-1968.
defeated the Tet Offensive in 1968 as an examwas
U.S.
-1• "The
psychologically and politically on the ple.
"The let Offensive was a strategic
homcfront. We were not defeated on the
battlefield," Westmoreland told about counter-attack by the North Viet500 people Monday night at the Maine namese. It was the recogition that their
strategy was not working and had to be
Center for the Arts.
"The Real Hi:story of the Vietnam changcd. But :tic k`Tct Offensive) was
War", sponsored by the Guest Lecture shown in the media to be evidence we
Series, was Westmoreland's personal ac- were losing the war."
He said the public never understood
count of American involvement in the
conflict as "I saw it and as I see it." the that the military's main objective
He said that public dissent of the war was to .stop the spread of communism
hindered U.S. military efforts to wage throughout Southeast Asia through
a succesful campaign against the North negotiations with the North Vietnamese
government.
Supports -needle: freeze
Vietnamese communists.
"The national policy was to
He said that in 1964 he warned
Wyman said that he and Mitchell
members of President Lyndon B. negotiate. But when we brought (the
la.ribuiput UIL the aloii au/ow: pr
Johnson -I administration that the con- North Vietnamese) to the conference
blem facing the country is the federal ,
flict in Vietnam "was to be a long war table, we had lost our trump card. All
(see CANDIDATE page 4)
that would try the patience of the the troops had moved out."
(see GENERAL pay Ii)
American people."
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
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Conservation
chief resigns
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) — Maine
Conservation Commissioner Robert
R. LaBonta, whose department has
been the suject of controversy in recent months, resigned Wednesday
from his Cabinetlevel post, saying he
has terminal cancer and wants time
for personal pursuits.
Gov. John R. McKernan accepted
the 64-year-old department head's
resignation and praised LaBonta as
an "outstanding" administrator who
had increased access to public lands
and made numerous improvements
within the agency.
"I am grateful to Bob LaBonta for
serving my administration with such
integrity and dedication," said
McKernan.
The governor nominated Edwin C.
Meadows, the state Director of
Public Lands, to succeed the retiring
commissioner.
LaBonta, who plans to leave his
post Oct. 7, said it was "reasonably
well known" when he was appointed
Last year that he had undergone
surgery for cancer.

Heating oil
to be plentiful
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — As
Maine approaches the start of the
home heating season, officials in
business and government say consumers can look forward to plentiful
supplies of heating oil at stable prices..
ilk AIIIIKAINK
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News Briefs
Homeowners may even see a slight
dip in prices between now and the
first cold snap, said Bernard A.
Smith, executive vice president of the
New England Fuel Institute, a nonprofit educational organization
representing the petroleum industry.
"Things look real good," agreed
Marc LaCasse, assistant vice president at Augusta Fuel Co.
But Milton Huntington, executive
director of the Maine Petroleum
Association, warned that while the
current outlook remains bright, we
could be right back in the soup with
one Middle East disruption."
"There's a world glut right
now," he said. "However, there's
a real fine line between a glut and a
shortage."

Witness testifies
in murder case
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A
prosecution witness in the trial of
Mack A. Stokes Jr., charged with
murdering Terrence Archer, says
Stokes made the first move in last
spring's fatal altercation between the
two men
Portland shopping
center.
The witness, Paul R. Valliere Jr.,
told the Superior Court jury Tuesday
that Stokes had "pushed or shoved"
Archer, and when Archer tried to
swing, Stokes pushed him again.
Valliere said he had not heard Archer call Stokes "nigger," nor had
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Point in Brunswick, produces a
shellfish harvest valued at SI .5
million a year. Hailed as a statewide
model for its conservation program,
the bay supports more than 100 commercial clam diggers.

he seen Archer strike first as defense
attorney Stephen W. Devine
contended.
Stokes, whose trial began this
week, is accused of stabbing Archer
last April in the Union Station Plaza
parking lot during a fight that apparently followed an argument between Archer and Stokes' wife.
The prosecution and the defense
agree that Kimberly Stokes almost hit
Archer with a door as she left a drug
store.

Noriega charge
linked to canal

Clam flats site of
massivefish kill
BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP) —
The mud flats of Maquoit Bay remained off-limits to clam diggers
Wednesday as mar !C biologists
awaited the results of laboratory tests
to determine the cause of a massive
shellfish kill in one of the state's
richest clamming areas.
While some officials linked the
destruction to a toxic marine algae
known as "brown tide," which has
decimated shellfish on New York's
Long Island and along the Connecticut shore, others decline to
speculate on a cause.
"We just don't know what it
is," said biologist Dana Wallace,
who scouted the flats in an air boat.
"That's why we're doing this investigation."
Maquoit Bay, which extends from
Flying Point in Freeport to Mere
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MIAMI(AP) — Defense motions
unsealed Wednesday in the case of
Panama's military ruler Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega charr..that his indictment on drug charges was part of
a scheme to renegotiate the Panama
Canal Treaty._
That treaty, signed during the
Carter administration, turns over
control of the canal to Panama at the
end of this century.
"There were attempts to modify
aspects of the treaty," Noriega's
attorney. Neal Sonnet,said wednes&y.'"We argue that it was one of the
circumstances leading up to a decision to attempt to get Noriega out of
power."
The 65-page motion requesting
dismissal of the indictment accuses
the government of selective prosecution, and questions its authority to indict the head of a sovereign nation.
The document, dated Sept. 14, had
irunally been ordered sealed by U.S.
District. Judge William Hoeveler at
the request of prosecutors.
At the time, Chief Deputy U.S. Attorney Richard Gregorie said he
feared the motions might contain information that could be used to influence the U.S. presidential election.
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First 200
Stunts Free
Sponsored by:
RISK AND
OPPORTUNITY
HEALTH&SECURITY
NUCLEAR AGE
OCTOBER 1.1988

Student Government

and

GENERAL INFORMATION
Date: Saturday, October 1, 1988
Time: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
(Registration at 8:00 AM)
Place: Maine Center for the Arts.
University of Maine, Orono, Maine

e Union Board I

Physicians for Social Responsibility Eastern Maine
176 Mount Hope Avenue
Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 941-9805

Tickets available llam-lpm $
Monday thru Friday
in the Union
• andk Also at the door

Partial funding tor the SYmo0titon provided
by the Maine Humanities Council and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
A Federal Agency created by an Act of Congress in 1965
de. aer.
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Student senate session starts Oct. 11

Astronauts
eager to
take off

t--

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Discovery's five astronaut!:anxious to break an agonizing
32-month drought in American
spaceflight, studied flight plans
Wednesday as the shuttle was
readied for a midmorning launch
today. NASA officials were nervous, but confident.
"The space shuttle is ready to
fly.', said shuttle administrator
'Richard Truly, adding, "Even the
weather is looking good.
/
2
"This has been a long 21
years," he said of the difficult
period since the Challenger accident
in 1986. Liftoff was scheduled for
_9:19 a.m. EDT, with a 2/
1
2 how
window to take care of Weather or
technical delays.
After launch officials gave the
preliminary go-ahead for overnight
fueling of Discovery. TrUlIPMCci
the news to Frederick H. Hawk,
the shuttle commander. "The best
way to describe him is elated to be
headed for space," Truly told
reporters.
Around the Kennedy Space
Center area, excitement was mounting. Campers and recreation
vehicles found good viewing places
across the Indian River. Souvenir
sellers set up shop. NASA's
Visitor's Center sold out of the
commemorative envelopes that
feature the crew patch.

GSS to tackle parking, fees
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
• In two weeks, the General Student
Senate will begin its 1988-89 session, facing the problems of scarce parking,
Cutler Health Center cutbacks and student life fee issues.
A packed agenda awaits the GSS after
its first meeting of the semester, Oct. I I.
"Right now, I'm getting a task force
together to look at the health center problem," said Tamara Davis, president
of student government.
The shortage of nurses and diminished hours of care available to students
have prompted both Davis and GSS
President John O'Dea to take action.
"The health center problem is the
most important priority," O'Dea said.
"It's indicative that people who make
decisions around here have their
priorities mixed up.- Regarding the campus concern of—
limited parking, O'Dea said it would be
"a hot topic for discussion."
"I'm disturbed by the parking situation," he said. "It's a situation that
--needs to be remedied immediately."
The distribution of the mandatory

tation Committee. This committee
makes sure that resolutions passed by
the GSS arc carried out.
When a resolution passes to grant
money to an organization, the committee will make sure it is granted in a
reasonable amount of time.

student life fee, also known as the comprehensive fee, is another controversial
topic to be discussed by the GSS.
O'Dea said that of the $1.7 million
raised, though the fee, SI million is
delegated to athletics.
"It's a disgrace," he said. "There's
no doubt that students were sold a bill
of goods on that fee. What was promised and what was delivered were two different things."
O'Dea said that the single most important thing regarding the fee distribution is to call people's attention to it.
This year's GSS has two new committees set up, one to help students and
another to help itself.

"They're almost caught up (with past
resolutions) now," O'Dea said.
O'Dea said the GSS currently has 55
senators coming in and added "I suspect
they will bring loaded agendas."

The Book Buyback Committee was
established last semester. Its purpose is
to create a forum where students can sell
books to other students, by-passing the
bookstore's high prices.
"The committee would be coordinating an effort to sell textbooks at
reasonable prices to other students,"
O'Dea said, adding that the forum itself
would not be operating until the beginning of the spring semester.
Also new to the GSS is the Implernen-

Davis said apportionment of senate
seats is now under way. Apportionment
determines how many senators will
represent each dorm and how many will
represent each constituency on or off
campus. _ •
O'Dea said those interested in becoming senators must act quickly.
Students interested in becoming
senators may pick up nomination papers
from the student government office on
the second floor of the Manorial Union.
"It's imperative that they come get their
papers immediately," O'Dea said.
"We need committed and concerned
people who want to take the necessary
steps to gets things remedied."

Competitors hitting college market
(CPS) — Two new national competitors to campus newspapers have appeared in recent weeks, and could
jeopardize the papers' financial health.
Student Life, published by Time, Inc,
hit campuses on Sept. II.
A new version of Campus Voice,
produced by Whittle Communications

of Knoxville, Tenn., bowed on more
than 300 Campuses in August.
The publications threaten to attract
national advertising dollars that ordinarily might go to the papers
themselves.
While the publications typically
publish rehasecl or old news, Campus

Voice's Aug. 29 issue, for example, had
a lead story about a year-old crackdown
on fraternities at Gettysbury College in
Pennsylvania; "U.," another of the
publications, reruns month-old local
stories from campus papers, they take
vital national advertising dollars away
from student newspapers.

PRISM Yearbook '88-'89
__REMEMBER YOUR GROUP THE WAY YOU WERE
Call to schedule your
gro6p photo with us

CLUBS

ACADEMIC GROUPS

GROUPS

FRATERNITIES

BOARDS

SORORITIES

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

TEAMS

Tuesdays and Thursdays 9-11
"YOUR YEAR IS IN US!"
Memorial Union
581-1783

Also:
We need
WRITERS
Pilo vuriArr=1-iERS
GRAPHiCS ARTISTS
LAYOUT ARTISTS.
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•Candidate

(continued from page II

deficit. However, Wyman says the biggest difference between he and Mitchell
on the deficit is that Wyman has offered
a plan for dealing with it.
"I have asked my opponent to come
forward with a plan, and he has steadfastly refused," Wyman said.
Key portions of Wyman's plan include a federal balanced-budget act, approval of presidential line-item veto on
spending measures, and a move from
annual to biannual budget periods.

payer's money, and...a national
disgrace."
"We wouldn't set up a family budget
that way," he said. "Why should we
allow our elected representatives to have
(this) kind of process in Washington?"
In addition, Wyman also supports a
spending freeze and eliminating certain
federal programs such as the Economic
Development Administration, ExportImport Bank, Legal Services Corporation, and farm subsidy grants.
"We're paying farmers not to grow
Wyman called the current budget pro- crops, which is immoral and insane,"
cess "a poor stewardship of the tax- Wyman said.

PAT'S BIKE SHOP
liesiparters

for all your
Bicycle
'Skateboard
VISION
• Ice Skate
POWELL PERALTA
Needs
SANTA CRUZ

C.C.M.
DERBY
ROLLER
LAKE PLACID

VISION STREET WEAR

RALIEGH • SHOGUN • G.T.
VISA
MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

The

HOURS M-TH: 10-6
F: 10-8 SA: 10-4

TWIN CITY PLAZA 989-2900 BREWER

a case of taking up the shield or the
sword; it is a case of taking up both."
Mitchell's support of the Midgetman
missle was attacked by Wyman, who
said that the system, when compared to
the MX missle system, was more expensive, less effective as a weapon, and is
proposed to be moved by truck across
open highways.

Aid to the Contras, SDI

Wyman also outlined his views on
foreign policy and defense. He said he
supports the resumption of military aid
to the contras and also supports continuing research on the Strategic Defense
Initiative, or "Star Wars."
"I believe we must move away from
the nuclear srategic doctrine of Mutual
Free trade, the enviroameat
Assured Destruction." Wyman said.
"The acronym for it is MAD,and that's
Wyman spoke at length on several
just what it is."
domestic issues, including the recent
Mutual Assured Destruction is the
Canadian-American trade agreement,
current form of nuclear deterrent. It dicwhich he supports.
tates that neither side will strike the
"I would have cast a vote in the naother first, because the other country's
tional interest in favor of the bill,
second strike would be so great that the
especially when I knew it was hopeless
attack would be pointless.
to vote against it," Wyman said. Both
The theory derives most of its strength
of Maine's senators voted against The
from constant updating of, and addimeasure.
tions to, exisiting nuclear forces.
Wyman suggested seeking relief
He added, however, that if SDI
through the unfair trade practice
reseach proved the system to be unfeasistatutes for industries in Maine that may
ble, be would not support its
be_damaged by the agreement. Canada
deployment.
currently subsidizes its lobster, lumber,
"Even if SDI was 75 percent
ind potato industries.
foolproof, it would be more than we
In addition, Wyman favors negotiahave," Wyman said.
tions with Canada to reduce subsidies of
He also said SDI was not an arms
those three industries.
buildup, but a move away from buildup.Wyman says he suppoillbs an increase
Wyman said he thought NATO nain the federal minimum wage law but
tions-and Japan should also help "share
does not necessarily favor an increase as
the burden" of placing conventional
large as the one now proposed. He also
forces in their countries. He said that -supports tax credits for companies that
conventional forces buildups were exretrain workers to fit new jobs.
pensive, and that Michael Dukakis's
Ws-man called Mitchell's proposed
proposed conventional arms buildup
acid-rain law "a good piece of polio"
would be "infinitely more expensive"
and gave it his "whole-hearted supthan nuclear arms modernization.
port."
However, Wyman acme()
----He ---citlied----a—dean environment a
policy of updating arms and in"non-partisan issue."
vestigating the feasibility of SDI is "not
Oist WYMAN page I I I
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Thursday Night Special

Lasagna
fond ngot

Presents:

Friday Soptambor 30

Only $4.95
A generous platefull of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
sm^thinra,r4 in navidic rmwAin
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.
•
•
•
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Foreign faces flood Miami schools
Nicaraguans dominate growing tide of immigrant students
by Marshall Ingwerson
The Christian Science Monitor

son of a former Nicaraguan contra,
answers quietly, with worried eyes,
when asked about his old school.
Did he believe the political doctrine
he was taught at school in Managua,
Nicaragua, his teacher asks him outside
of class.
"No," he says. Then, "Yes."
What did they teach him?
"That they would kill me," he says
in a barely audible Spanish, tears rolling down his cheeks.
Tears roll down his teacher's cheeks
as well, as she pulls him over for a
reassuring hug. The principal here at
Sweetwater Elementary, Maria
Rodriguez, shakes her head. "It's the
same old story," she says. "It's just
like Cuba."

MIAMI — War in Nicaragua means
new faces in Miami classrooms.
As teachers look at their new foreign
students, they arc seeing a disproportionate number of Nicaraguan boys
whose mothers feared they would be
conscripted into the Sandinista military.
Young Nicaraguans now dominate a
growing tide of immigrant students into the embrace of Miami schools. More
than 3,000 Nicaraguan children officially recognized as refugees arrived last
year. The pace appears to have quickened, if anything, over the summer.
As they begin the new year, American
schools are reflecting politics and
economics the world over. In Los
Of 27 students in Edgar's class this
Angeles, for instance, school officials
see ethnic unrest in the Soviet Union, year, 20 are boys. Similar proportions
hold among Nicaraguan children at
coupled with relaxed Soviet emigration
other Miami-area schools. Many of the
policies, mirrored in thousands of new
boys as young as 11 say they came to
Armenian families. War in the Persian
Miami some illegally via Guatemala,
Gulf has meant new Iranians in L.A.,
Mexico, and Texas — because their
as well.
mothers feared they would be mustered
Ironically, the one political factor that
into military service.
has little impact seems to be United
States immigration policy.
Tanya Rubio, an eighth-grader at
In Santa Ana, Calif., the schools were
Citrus Grove Middle School, arrived
surprised to see the tide of new Mexican
two years ago from Nicaragua with her
students unabated after the amnesty
family. She and her brother were tapdeadline for illegal aliens passed last Tried to enter a Sandinista youth program
spring. Other Southwestern school
that would allow them home only on
districts are seeing, after a brief decline,
weekends.
a full resurgence of new Mexican
The family opted for Miami instead.
arrivals.
Schools like Sweetwater and Citrus
Miami schools know how to welcome
Grove are the workhorses in the steady
the young Nicaraguan students. Their
pull toward Americanization. Even in
teachers are mostly former refugees
Miami's Little Havana, where Spanish
themselves — from Cuba.
is universal and English heard only
Edgar Ansador, the shy fifth-grade
sporadically, that pull is powerful.

Between 85 and 90 percent of the
students who enter Dade County public
schools unable to speak English will be
entirely in mainstream English-language
classes within three years, officials in the
country's bilingual education office say.
The youngest new students, those entering kindergarten and first grade, are
likely to be comfortable in mainstream
classes within a year and a half, these
educators add.
By contrast, older students, such as
those entering Citrus Grove, can seldom
swim in the English mainstream in less
than two years. Most never really catch

up to their American peers in English
verbal skill, teachers say.
•
Aduh immigrants can live out their
lives comfortably in neighborhoods like
Little Havana without speaking English
at all.
But the students at Citrus Grove have
little patience for that. "The kids want
to be someone. They have aspirations," says Cary Sanchez, head of
Citrus Grove's bilingual education program. "They want to learn English.
Not only that, they need to learn
English to be accepted by their peer
group."

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT SALE
A great opportunity to sell some old
gear ard-pick new outdoor,equipment.
Bring your used outdoor equipment to the
- Maine Bound office Sept. 28th with the
price you want for it and we will try to
sell it for a 10 per cent commission.
DATE: September 29th-30th
PLACE: South lown room, Memorial Union
TIME: 10am-4pm
For more information or to register stop by
the Maine Bound office or call 581-1794

Attention All Students
Your UM Student ID
can get you tickets
to these shows:
It's one of the many
benefits you've already
paid for through your
Comprehensive Fee.
If you are registered for 12 or more credit hours, you are
eligible to receive 2 tickets for the semester. You can
choose either two tickets to a single show or one
ticket to each of two shows.
If you are registered for at least 6 credit hours, but less
than 12, you are eligible to receive one ticket for the
semester.
Just bring your valid UM Student ID to the Box
Office at the Maine Center for the Arts weekdays
between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to get your tickets.

Special Note: We are holding lit kets for all these
_events on reser% e foriAistudenha._Any_iick_ets_no
--cta*
y this-Friday:Se teintfer 3 *go •e
re ease or sa e o e pu e.

• Springfield Symphony Orchestra with Shlomo
October 6th
• EVITA, the smash Broadway musical, October
14th-16th - HOMECOMING WEEKEND
• Santiago Rodriguez, Piano Recital, October 23rd
• George Russell & the Living Time Orchestra,
Big Band jazz, October 28th
• Bob McGrath of Sesame Street with the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra, November 4th
• Portland String Quartet, November 6th
• Clancy Brothers, November 12th
• Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance Company, Modern
Dance, November 18th
• The Canadian Brass, November 19th
• Tom Rush, Livingston Taylor & Christine Lavin,
December 3rd
• Boston Camerata, A French Christmas,
December 15th
MORE

SHOWS SECOND SEMESTER!

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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The Dinly Marne Campo. Thursday. September 29. 1988.
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Editorial
Crosswalk
competition

T\40 BRoNzE tAEDAL6

T

he lack of communication between pedestrians
and motorists is prevelent each day on campus
as both groups of students make their way to
classes.
Although ultimate pedestrian right of way is generally
accepted at this University, it is not a god-given absolute and may actually be in conflict with state laws.
According to State of Maine statutes, the driver of a
vehicle must yield to pedestrians if they are on a
sidewalk and if they are "within a crosswalk upon the
half of the roadway upon which the vehicle is travelling
or when the pedestrian is approaching so closely from
the opposite half of the roadway as to be in danger."
Also included in the statutessis the passage "Every
pedestrian crossing a roadway at any point other than
within a marked crosswalk or within an unmarked
crosswalk at an intersection shall yield the right of way
to all vehicles upon the roadway."
Many a pedestrian has teetered on the edge of decision much to the dismay of the approaching motorist.
It is impossible for the motorist to determine if the ,
person approaching or standing near the road will step
out at the last moment or wait to allow the moving car
to pass. The situation seems to go bcyound the mere
legality of it all.
Obviously both groups have their faults: the motorist
travelling too fast to stop in time for the daring crosser.
and the foolhardy pedestrian who waits until the oncoming vehicle is five feet away and then steps out into
the road.
The facial expressions that are vehemently exchanged
only add fuel to the already lit fire.
The only reasonable solution seems to be a friendly
give and take while maintaimg a calm state of mind and
a grasp on perspectives.
Another alternative could be the issuing of pedestrian
arm-bands, blue signifying passive and red indicating
aggressive.
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The future of steroids

The other day I visited my
Personal Occupational Professional for Rearranging Obtuse
and Inane Discussions(POP-AROID), Dr. Billy Body, for my
weekly therapy session.
Dr. Billy usually deals exclusively with athletes, but lately he's been helping me put my
column ideas together. He's
sasing what he calls his
"primary chemical supplements" for some of his best
clients, but he is furnishing me
with a nutrition drink made up
Thursday, September 29, 1988
vol. 103 no. 12 of equal parts orange juice,
toothpaste, and pickle juice.
"It'll make you so aggravated, you'll be able to find
Jan Vertefeuille
something column-worthy in
Editor
everything you set," Dr. Billy
told me.
It seems to be working.
Robert linglot
"What about those OlymBusiness Manager
pics?" I asked Dr. Billy after
slurping down my drink. "Do
kikkeei Di Casco, Assistant Editor
you really think Ben Johnson
Dave Gridley, Production Manager
took a banned substance?"
Doselas Kermit.II, City Editor
"NO! This is the kind of
Joke Holyoke, Sports Editor
thing I have to deal with every
Mosses Wilcox. Features Editor
day," Dr. Billy said. "This
Kalil Brawn, Opinion Friitor
'banned iubstance' clop
Mieksel Laberge, Copy Editor
everywhere I go. In my profesDoeg Yanderweide, Photo Editor
sion, we call them 'perforScott Yeaditto, Advertising Manager
mance enhancers.'
Nina Selmer and Cindy Strowiaas,
"They really are necessary,
Ad Production Managers
and can do a lot of good," he
continued.
The' Dear M.,uw Caorwess
pubhilived five[MIMIilia at the University of Mine
I doubtfully asked how this
Offices at 7A Lord Hall. Uhlaiste, Orono. ME 04469 Telephone mealsers- Advercould be and Dr. Billy
titans. 581-1273. Subscription-s„ 5111 -1272, Mem, 581-1271, Neerwooni, 581-1267,
explained.
1269, 1270; Sports, 531-UM Printed at the Ellsworth Americas. law.. Ellsworth,
'We really aren't concerned
(e) rerriohe The nett, M....teeC.
r.j.s..with the athietes. They just
serve as an advertisement, kind
of a 'Look What We Can Do

John Holyoke
For You' type of thing. The big
bucks are going to come from
the private sector."
"Kind of like recreational
performance enhancers?" T
prodded.
"Not really. Let me explain
with some situations you'll
understand better. Right now
our R & D branch is perfecting
many performance enhancers
that are simply mind-boggling.
"For instance, say you
wanted that guy you know, er,
what's his name, Pick?"
"Lick," I said. "And I
really don't know him too
well."
"Right. Anyway, you keep
telling me that your friend Lick
isn't very responsive to student
needs, and keeps planting grass
in parking lots and trading art
for bars, right?"
"Something like that," I
agreed. "So what."
"Well, we've come up with
a new drug that can help him
perform his duties better."
"No kidding?"
"Yeah. We call it Respon
sibilidrol, and it makes people
in powerful places act more rationally, and in ways that are fit
better with their iobs than their
persona) agendas."
"So maybe if we juiced Dale
up with a little of this stuff we

wouldn't have to worn, about
a man like him having a 'discretionary fund' under his
thumb?" I asked.
"Right," Dr. Billy said
"But that's not all. Who was
that radio guy you told me
about?"
"Oh. George."

"We've got a good one for
him. It's called laryngitizol, and
it would make him totally
unable to talk."
"Wow!" I exclaimed, quickly warming up to the concept of
performance enhancing drugs.
"We've also got one that we
designed with Tom Aceto in
mind. You know him, right?
The VP for Administration?"
"I've met him a few times.
Very predictable man. He asks
a couple of questions about my
life, I tell him exactly the same
thing I did before, and he says,
'Ii•s Mix to meet you. Arc you
one of those journalism people
who always give us a hard
time?'
"I think he probably thinks
there ate about five of roe out
there, because he never lets on
that he's met me before. He
just says, "Oh, you worked at
Getchell Brothers, too?"
"Yeah, that's the guy,"
Dr. Billy said after I finally shut
up. "The name of the drug is
Individubol. and it makes the
person unable to say anything
that isn't an entirely original
thought, even if it miiht
him in tioubk."
I left, thinking happs
thoughts.
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At
War
A Bright Shining Lie
John Paul Bann and
America in Vietnam
By Neil Sheehan
Random House. 862 PP
S24.95
By Robert Stone
Neil Sheehan's A Bright Lie
begins with a funeral at Arlington National Cemetery on
June 16, 1972. On that day the
mortal remains of John Paul
Vann were laid to rest with all
the austere trappings of military
rite. Vann had died in Vietnam
the week before, helping to
organize the defense of Kontum
against a North Vietnamese
offensive. ,
At the time of his death,
John Paul Vann was a nominal
co Ulan, an official of the Agency for International Development. In fact, Vann died what
he had been all his life, a
soldier.
Sheehan calls him simply
"the soldier of the war in Vietnam." Stanley Karnow, in his
history of that conflict, refers
to Vann's death as "the
apotheosis of the American for
whom the anti-Communist
struggle had become a
crusade."
The America to which John
Paul Vann returned in death
was a different place from the
land he had left for Vietnam
some 10 years earlier. Things
happened at his funeral that
would have been unimaginable
then. Standing among the
generals and cabinet secretaries
in the chapel was Vann
His old friend and fellow
crusader, Daniel Ellsberg, now
clerked by many as a renegade
and under indictment as a
criminal. The band that led the
caisson to Bann's grave played
a pacifist anthem called
"Where Have All the Flowers
Gone?" One of Vann's sons
left half of his ripped-up draft
card wrapped around a rose on
his father's coffin.
A Bright Shining Lie is a
brilliant work of enormous
substance and ambition.
In telling one man's story it
sets out to define the fatal contradictions that lost America
the war in Vietnam.
Indeed, it sets out to
demonstrate that the war was a
thing imposed on Vietman by
the United States, unnecessary
and avoidable but for our attempt to defeat Ho Chi Minh's
nationalist revolution by setting
up jury-rigged corrupt pseudogovernment. Blinded by our
determination to close with

what we saw as "world communism" wherever and
whenever it appeared, we compounded the error by coming to
believe our own propaganda
and treating our Vietnamese
creation
as though
it
represented anything more than
just that. It is not an entirely
new thesis but it is still a hard
one for Americans to accept.
Sheehies statement of it in
this book is particulary cogent
and persuasive.
Vann arrived in Saigon in
March 1962 only a few months
after President Kennedy had
created the Military Assistance
Command Vietnam (MAVC),
the leading edee of the
American presence.
Thereafter his fortune would
be joined with that of
America's effort in Southeast
Asia. Vann was a thinking
soldier and a good one, the
kind of officer whose aggressiveness, originality and imagination had contributed
mightily to American victory in
the Second World War. He had
lioi been in Vietnam long
before he saw that something
was altogether wrong with the
way in which the United States
sought to help its Vietnamese
clients defeat their communist
enemy.
In January 1963 at Ap Bac,
a hamlet in the Mekong delta
some 40 miles from Saigon, the
Vietcong humiliated an ARVN
(jouth Vietnamese Army)force
10 times its size and shot down
five U.S.-piloted helicopters.
The direct causes of defeat was

the extraordinary pussillanthuty of the senior ARVN officers
engaged, and Vann was outraged when MACV sought to
disguise the nature of the
disaster. Speaking to the press
and on the record, Vann called
the ARVN's conduct "A
miserable---- performance
just like it always is."
Headline writers in the
United States grabbed the
phrase and it appeared in
bowdlerized form on front
pages all over America. This
kind of press attention did not
escape the notice of General
Paul Harkins, MAVC's
commander.
"We've got to get rid of
him," Harkins told his second in command.
But there was no getting rid
of John Paul Vann short of
killing him and in early 1963 he
had just begun to fight.
"He was not supposed to accept defeat;" Sheehan writes.
"He was a lieutenant colonel in
the United States Army. He
might he juct an advicer with no
authority to command but this
war had become his war emotionally, and emotionally he
could not understand why he
was being forced to lose it He
set out to convince the military
and political leadership in
Washington, that the only way
the United States could avoid
being in Vietnam Wii—Todrastically change strategy and
coerce the Saigon side into accepting direction from him and
the other American °Mani
the field."

One of Vann's prinicpal
methods of going over
MACV's head was the
cultivation of the press corps. A
new generation of yung
reporters had gone out to Indochina in the early 1960s.

VIETNAM

Men like Neil Sheehan and
David Halberstam were scandalized by what they saw of the
Saigon government's corruption and by the complacency
and wronaheadness of the
(continued on page 211)

ACCORDING TO JOHN PAUL VANN

"There
were other
of Vann's most famous
American advisers and Vietmaxims, often quoted down
namese on the Saigon side
the years, came from those
who taught us important
first lessons: 'This is a
lessons about the war. We
political war and it calls for
learned much from our own
discrimination in killing. The
observations. Vann taught
best weapon for killing
us the most, and one can truwould be a knife. but I'm
ly say that without him our
afraid we can't do it that
reporting would not have
way. The worst is an
been the same...He gave us
airplane. The next worst is
an expertise we lacked, a cerartillery. Barring a knife, the
titude that brought a
best is a rifle—you know
qualitative change in what
you're killing'...
we wrote. He enabled us to
"Halberstam was struck
attack the official optimism
by Vann's remarkable career
with gradual but steadily inpromise and by how
Creasing
detail
and
recklessly
Vann
was
thoroughness.
He
disregarding that protransformed ..° intc.• trld
mise...ale) could thiti: of
of reporters propounding
no explanation for Bann's
the John Vann view of the
recklessness other than
war.
moral heroism. The rest of
"Vann was a natural
us reached the same concluteacher. He enjoyed the
sion... We decided he was
role...He had alreaddy been
deliberately sacrificing his
providing us before Ap Bac
career in order to alert the
with an education in 'the
nation to the danger of
.essentials of guerrilla wardefeat in this war."
fare,' as David Halberstam
(a young New Yuri Times
reporter
whom
Vann
befriended) was to call — From A Bright Shining Lie
Vann's early lessons.. One

Ordinary People
THE
MEDDLER'S
PROGRESS
Breathing Lessons
By Anne Tyler
Knopf. 327 pp. $18.95
By Wallace Stegner
In the 10 novels that preceded Breathing Lessons, Anne
Tyler demonstrated that you
don't need exotic or violent or
sexy action to make a novel;
and that your characters
needn't be psychopaths or
satyrs. All you need—ill she
needs—are ordinary people going about their everyday affairs
in ordinary cities such as
Baltimore. Her people, a
Dickinsian gallery of oddballs,
innocents, obsessives, erratics,
incompetents and plain Joes
and Janes, all see the world a
Mile skewed, but their author
sees them with such precision
and presents them with such
amusement and lack of malice
that they come off the page as
exhilaratingly human. First
they suprise us, then we
recognize them, then we
acknowledge how much they
tell us about ourselves.
Dinner at the Homesick
Restaurant and The Accidental
Tourist should have been hard
acts to follow. Actually, so
sharp is Anne Tyler's eye and
so inexhaustible the field of her
observation, Breathing Lessons
writer
a
us.
shows
should have had trouble matching herself, surpassing
herself. And Maggie Moran,
who dominates the new novel,
is a purely Anne Tyler
1:111111dilli—a woman with a cornpOpper mind and an incorrigible capacity for self-persuasion.
a scheming flibbertigibbet, a
meddler whose misinterpretations and desperate ooverup lies
belong in Fawity Towers, but
whose essential goodness and
capacity for affection make us
want to comfort rather than
kick her. Even while we wonder
how her husband Ira has put up

At War
American advisory command.
Vann became a kind of guru to
the reporters, using them to stir
up the kind of trouble that
would cause a reaction in
Washington. His goal was
nothing leas than a complete
change of strategy. Basically,
he wanted to see America take
charge of the war and fight it
aggressively, not by mxlertak---.-----ing a manunoth air and ground
elfampaign but in a way that
allowed for the uniquc
necessities of counterinsurgency He wanted an Americanconditioned, reformed ARVN
that could regain the initiative
and carry the war to the enemy.
The Saigon goverrimr..i
. be compefied TO IIISSurne a ix-rtarn responsibility toward the,,
peasant MAW'S whose support
it required. He saw the
mechanistic policy of attrition
with its body-counts and
soulless quantification as futile
and morally dcbilitatir.g.

with Maggie for 28 years, we
understand why the marriage
has lasted, and will. Maggie's
deviousness, underlain .by
emotinal purposes as inexorable
as heat-seeking missiles, is a
form of innocence.
The central action of
Breathing Lessons is a journey.
to the funeral of Max, the husband of Maggies's school frien
Serena. All the friends who attended Max's marriage to
Serena will be there for his
funeral, and that very circumstance kicks Maggie's cornpopper into bursts of recollection, sentiment and regrets. But
it is no straight-line journey.
Since Maggie is involved, it is
a journey of lost maps, detours,
interuptions, quarrels, intimate
and
conversations
reminiscences with strangers,
cross purposes and the little' - ,
•
white lies by which Maggie get*
her way.
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She
starts
with
a
characteristic misapprehension..'
Driving the family Dodge out
of the body shop where it's
dents have just been rolled out,
she hears a female voice on a
radio talk show say that, having married once for love, she
is now going to marry for
security. Instantly, errosemady„
Maggie thinks: "Fionaniotti
runs into a Pepsi truck and
crumples another fender.
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Fiona is the estranged wife of
Jesse, Maggie and Ira's son, a
rock musician who cannot
carry a tune. It has long been
Maggie's hope that she can get
Jesse and Fiona back together.
And since Fiona and her
daughter LeRoy now live in
Cartwheel, Pa., and Max's
funeral is to be in Deer Lick,
Pa., Maggie now has the
ironclad intention of visiting
Fiona and talking her out of
this marriage for security. That
intention involves persuading
Ira, a realist, to detour to Cartwheel, and that persuasion involves some dissembling and a
(coathused on page 310
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(costinsied from page 11)
John Paul Vann left the army in mid-1963 but be did not
leave Vietnam or the war that
he had made his own. After a
spell with an aircraft manufacturer in Colorado, by 1965 he
was back "in-country,"
working for the United States
Operations Mission, as the
A1D's Saigon station was then
called. As an agent of the
CORDS program (Civil Operations and Revolutionary
w...p...nr” be kept
trying to fight the war the way
he was sure it had to be
fought—as counter-insurgency,
on the ground, enlighting the
people in whose name it was being conducted.
Fta we now know in
sight, a tragic irony undercut
the hope and vision of this
courageous and gifted aohliitt.
No amount of strategic innovation could torn the Saigon
regime into a true government.
or its branharred poltroons in-

to the leaders of a national army.
Sheehan demonstrates that
since as early as 1945 Ho's
forces had been the only
political entity in Vietnam with
the will and the capability to
govern. From the first, it now
appears, our country was anbracing a lora and discredited
cause. Vann's proposed
reforms and finely considered
methods were as doomed and
b-nkrupt
ariA
Westmoreland's war of
attrition.
If A Bright Shining Lie were
simply content of describe
Vann's 10-year public involvement with the Vietnam war, it
would be a compelling andprovocative book. It does much
more. Subtitled "John Paul
Vann and the War in Viet" it is slip the
biography of Vann himself.
Behind the American centurion, Sheehan shows us a
man driven

by the secret scandals and
anxieties of a messy American
Life. By doing so, he wills us to
__in Vann's self-deluding cando spirit the shadow of
America's overweening pride.
In the unexamined, heedless
OptailiSzn of this man, plunging
headlong and full of solutions
into a war and a country he
would never understand, the
autoor finds a measure of the
trardy that was America in
V ktriarn .
Sheehan sees the Vietnam
debacle as rooted in American's
postwar policy of antiCommunism; some readers will
find his dismissal of that policy
too thoroughgoing. But the
political insights itj A Bright
Shininii Lit Eft subtly turned,
as is the compassionate renderins of its other subject, John
Paul Vann. The states of mina
prevailing among the combatants cm all sides are well examined and the scenes of bat"Tie are Ivor reporting at its

rules*.
A Bright Shins Lie is a great
achievement. It belongs to the
same order of merit as Michael
Herr's Dispatches, David
Halberstam's The Best and the
Brightest and Frances Fitzgerald's Fire in the Lake.
Though it is unlike any of chow
books as they are unlike each
other, like than it will be
remembered and referred to
whenever Americans ponder
the tragic memory of our was
in Vietnam.
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Flannery O'Connor, Together At Last
FLANNERY O'CONNOR
COLLECTED WORKS
Edited by Sally Fitzgerald
Library of America. 1.281
PP. $30
Surely there can be no more
comprehensive or appealing
volume in the Library of
America than this, the 39th to
be published since the library
opened for business a halfdozen years ago. This Collected
Works contains, to all intents
and purposes, the entirç
published oeuvre of Flannery
O'Connor, only a handful of
letters and occasional prose is
omitted, and thus provides not
merely an introdUct. ..'te to ha
worlehutanearly
time. an-. L'4?'
thology of it. At $30 the book:
is indisputably abargain, all the
more so as it is handsomely-and
sturdily bound, and printed on
acid-free paper; like all Library
of America books, it is built to
outlast anyone who purchases
It.
O'Connor was not yet 40
years old when she died in 1964,
so theeippearance of her Collected Works inevitably is an
occasion to lament the brevity
religious faith; she was, inof her writing career, it lasted
disputably, an American
only a decade and a half, and
master.
to speculate about what she
Quite specifically, she was a
might have written had she
master of the short story. Her
two novels are here of course,
been allowed to live her three
score years and ten; like
Wise Blood and The Violent
Stephen Crane and Scott FitBear It Away and their
zgerald. she left us to wonder
manifold strengths need no
about what went undone as
elaboration by me. But the inmuch to marvel at what she
tensity of O'Connor's vision
managed to do. But what a
was more suited to the brief
marvel that is! Rereading
space of the story than to the
O'Connor sytanatically for the
larger environment of the
first time in years, I find myself
novel, even novels so brief as
im awe of the consistency and
these. Like Ms. Freeman in
clarity of her vision, the power
"Good Country People,"
and ingenuity of her prose,the
O'Connor had a "special fondimplacable depth of her
ness for the details of secret in-

Breathing
few white lies.
Maggie and Ira's day is
started on its crosa-threatened
course before they have even
got the crumpled fender back
up off the tire.
Only Anne Tyler; who is a
master of the art, should be
allowed to detail the mishaps of
the funeral journey. It is
enough to say here that
—.ving a
Serma's vitt= of sie,
film of her wedding at Max's
funeral, complete with all the
'50. popuiar songs and readings
from Khalil Gibran, stimulates
.
111111
411in trA

leads her into recollection of' aD
the 28 not-so-romantic years of
ker marriage. Those recollections stimulate romantic feelings, leading to Maggie's erotic
pass at Ira in a back room, and
to their expulsion by a shocked
Serena.
Never mind. Within minutes
the missik is locked in on Cartwheel and the goal of reunitine
Fiona and Imre and preventing
Fiona's marriage for security. It
takes more than half the novel
for Maggie to be disabused of

Flannery O'Connor
T

fections, hidden deformities,
assaults upon children;" this
fascination with the grotesque,
with characters whose "fictional qualities lean away from
typical social patterns, toward
mystery and the unexpected"
found its fullest and most
satisfactory expression in the
short stories that are the indisputable monuments eif
O'Connor's career.
Is there really any need, in
this space at this time, to explicate those stories once again?
Of course not. They are as
familiar to readers of serious
American fiction as any stories
by Hawthorne or Poe, Hemingway or Faulkner: "A Good
Man Is Hard to Find," "The
fantasised from page 211) Artificial Nigger," "The Life
You Save May Be Your
Own," "Good Country Peoher conviction that Fiona and
Jesse really want to be together. ple," "The Displaced Per"Oh, Ira," Maggie cries on son," "Everything That Rises
Must Converse," "Revelathat glum evening, while her
husband lays out a hand of tion," "Judgement Day" —
our
solitaire. "What arc we two go- they are oswaratial parte of
national
literary
fabric,
not
of
our
the
rest
for,
all
to
live
ing
merely because they treat
Lives?"
Good question. The answer serious themes in ways so prois implicit in Mageie's found and original but because
character. They are going to they are so funny and so surlive for the day, from hour to emising. so Watincly Am
hour and from misapprehen- in language and outlook.
They are the product not
sion to bruitine correction.
They are going to cope as they merely of creative genius but of
the intermingling of O'Conhave coped during this ex
hausting day. For look: within nor's passionate Catholicism
seconds of her lamenting cry, with her rural southern upbrMaggie has got interested in the inging. In her religious readings
problems of Ira's solitaire she came across a passage by
hand. Thought goes through St. Cyril of Jerusalem that she
her like jolts down a line of took as epigraph for her first
freight cars. Bump-and now she story collection, A Good Man
is thinking about tomorrow, Is Hard to Find, but also
when they will drive their for her work in its entirety.
daughter Daisy to college. "The dragon sits by the side of
Plans suggest themselves. the road," St. Cyril wrote,
Schemes. With any luck. "watching those who pass
tomorrow': trip will be another Beware lest he devour you. We
go to the Father of Souls, but
Anne Tyler novel.
Washington Post Book it is necessary to pass by the
dragon." Few
of the
World

14.

outherners about whom she
themselves
were
wrote
Catholic, but she took them
along this passage; "all my
stories are about the action of
grace on a character who is not
very willing to support it,
she said in one of her letters,
and in the great penultimate
paragraph of "The Artificial
Nigger" she gave this theme its
most eloquent expression:
"Mr. Head stood very still
and felt the action of mercy
touch him again but this time
he knew that there were no
words in the world that could
name it. He understood that it
grew out of agony, which not
denied to any man and which is
given in strange ways to
children He understood it was
all a man could carry into death
to give his Maker and he suddenly burned with shame that
he had so little of it to take with
him. He stood appalled, judgthe
with
himself
ing
.i.n.c.usirtinerms of God, while the
action of mercy covered his
pride like a flame and consumed it...He saw that no sin was
too monstrous for him to claim
as his own, and since God loved in propoetkgt as He fociviive,
he felt ready at that instant to
enter Paradise."
Or. as she put it in a letter to
a roar of Wise Blood, "First
you must accent the fact that
the book.written by XX= one
who believes that there was a
fall, has been a Redemption,
and will be a judgement." It
was as simple, and as complex,
as that: O'Connor wis an utterly devout Catholic who structured her work upon the
teachings of her church yet only rarely was either didactic or
do-e-atic. If she believed in the
inevitability of fall, redemption
and judgement, she also believed in the "vast horde of souls"
— "whole companies of white

trash, clean for the first time in
their lives, and bands of black
niggers in white robes, and battalions of freaks and lunatics
shouting and clapping and leaping like frogs" — in whose
diversity and singularity she
found such rich material.
This last passage does insist
upon exploration. O'Connor
was a Southerner of her time
and place, and the word "nigger" appears in her work with
some ftequc-ncy. It is necessary
to point out that the usage is
mostly not hers, but her
characters'. The black people
who appear in her stories are
treated with as much compas-

(continued on page 48)
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Mr. Shaw's
Profession
BERNARD SHAW
Volume 1, 1856-1898
The Search for Love
Random House 486 pp.
S24.95
By Michael Holroyd

A century ago the Irish conquered England. Their shock
troops were led by Shaw,
Wilde. Yeats and Joyce —
Synge and O'Casey in the rear
— and they turned English
literature and morals upside
down. They undermined common sense by paradox, levity,
word play and myth. "I am a
typical Irishman: my family
came from Yorkshire," Shaw
told G.K. Chesterton. Chesterton was not tooled.
"Scarcely anyone but a
typical Irishman would have
made this remark."
Shaw's courage and clownmg were born in misery. His
father was a lush, his mother
lived with a singing teacher a
trod, eventually decamping
with him to London. Deserted,
Shaw won self-respect through
work and total belief in the
power of reason — his reason.
He taught himself the piano
unaided; he learned about
money as a clerk in Dublin and
about the snobbery that those
who have money show to those
who haven't; be taught himself
shorthand in London to enable
his writing to keep pace with his
thoughts; he made the British
Museum Library his university.

Shaw was emaciated and
poor beyond belief. "When my
friends catch sight of one of my
suits hanging on a nail, they
pull - out their pen-knife and
rush forward exclaiming 'Good
heavens he's done it at last!'"
He would not accept loans
which he could not repay and
never bought a suit until his
father died.
It was an all-'Wool Jaeger
suit.
Reason convinced him that
dead vegetable fibers like cotton or linen prevented the body
from breathing and were as bad
for the health as the flesh of
dead siumals; but reason also
told him that if animals were
not killed they would kill us, so
he disappointed the animal
lovers. Tea was worse than
alcohol and both should be
avoided; but reason told him
prohibition was worse than
both. He declared that the moment he became a vegetarian he
became more ferocious and
fuller of righteous indignation.
Maybe that was why he took up
boxing, which he called an
allegory of capitalism. But it
was not in the ring that he acquired his battered appearance.
Riding his bicycle by the rules
of reason, rather than as an art,
led to spectacular falls.
Shaw had come to London in
the heyday of the public lecture
and at a time when societies,
ethical, religious, political and
necromantic, were multiplying
as fast as fads. He began to

speak to some of them, heard
Henry George, re-learned
economics from Stanley Jevons
and to the despair — or perhaps
relief — of William Morris,
H.M. Hyndman and other
revolutionary socialists, joined
the newest of their societies, the
Fabians.
He became a marvelous
speaker and the Webbs
recognized that he was their
best propagandist. Like them
he believed socialism was about
efficiency in government. He
even got elected as a borough
councilor and fought for all
sorts of sensible practical
causes: not only for more
public lavatories for women but
also for free lavatories, as most
women could not afford to pay
a penny in necessity. He did not
waste time apologizing for the
silliness of socialist revolutions.
He made fun of them as if they
were the most natural thing in
the world. Who but Shaw
would have applauded the Fabian decisionpb Victoria's Diamond Jubilee to subscribe one
guinea to the street decorations
but to decline to sing the national anthem?
He made socialists feel it was
all right to laugh. He popularized the view that society is one
huge conspiracy and hypocrisy
and that „man will destroy
himself unless he can "solve"
his problems. Either you use
power to force people to contribute to the community or
you continue with capitalism
and end in smash. It is a
message that still brings enormous satisfaction to many
intellectuals.
It was through his contempt
for respectability that he
discovered Ibsen.
"The moment you begin
consciously to worship the'Ten
Commandments and ideals for
their own sake," he wrote,
"You place them in opposition
to the very purpose they were
intended to serve, i.e. human
happiness." To practice virtue by always opposing what
the virtuous declare you should
do is the beginning of wisdom.
It is at the heart of all his plays.
The story Michael Holroyd

Poetry Contest
A trip to Hawaii for two is the new
Grand Prize in the American Poetry
Association's latest poetry contest.
There is also a S1,000 First Prize. In
all, 152 poets will win $11,000 worth
of prizes. Contest entry is free.
"Students have been winners in all
our contests," sai.1 Robert Nelson,
the publisher for the Association.
"So I urge students to enter now.
Later they may be too busy with exams."
Poets may sentl up to fiv-c pcx-rns,
no more than 20 lines each, with
name and address on each page to
Amerian Poetry Association, Dept.
CN-74, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O.
Box 1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.
Poems are judged on originality
and sincerity. Every poem is also cony:del.-ed for publication.
In the last six years the American
Poetry Association has sponsored 2in
swartiriitiOl
poets.
winning
2,700
Poems postmarked by Dec. 31 are
eligible to win. Prizes will be award
ed by February 28, 1989.
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tells of Shaw's early writing is
the end to publishing them.
a story of misery and failure.
He was constantly i11 pursuit
His verses were rejected; he of another quarry. Few men
wrote novel after novel turning have tormented women more
the Victorian three-decker in- than Shaw.
side out by marrying the
heroine to the hero in the first
Characteristically he tortured
chapter and letting her lose hign
by refusing to go to bed
them
in the last, and they too were rewith
He never did so unthem.
jected. Such rejection was, he
nearly 30 and he had
was
he
til
said, "a hardening process
only two sexual affairs. But he
from which I have nescr quite
,could hardly see a woman
recosered." So he abandoned
without pelting her with words.
the role of Rastignac and his
could not avoid fascmating,
He
Londream of taking literary
and maddening
bewildering
don by storm and turned to
with letters and telegrams
them
journalism. There indeed he
depicting his emotions, their
triumphed.
the
world's
emotions,
No journalist ever wrote
emotions.
about music with the magic of
Shaw: unfortunately the only
Anyone who writes about
person not to be diverted by his
Shaw finds himself in the nng
Corno di Bassetto columns was
and liable to be flattened by
Pus Irish editor T.P. O'Connor.
Shaw's combination-punching.
Shaw educated philistine LonTry an epigram and Shaw
don. Just as he praised Wagner
replies with an uproarious upand denounced religious
percut, shift to analysis and on
oratorios, so when he became
any situation he is more proa dramatic critic he campaignvocative and startling.
ed for serious drama as "the
most formidable social weapon
But Michael Holroyd, weavthat a modern reformer can
wield." He did not hesitate to ing and bobbing, holds his own
pillory Henry Irving, then at the in the clinches and is as fresh as
height of his reputation, for paint when the bell rings for yet
putting the actor before the another round. He never flags,
drama. "Ht does not merely he is readable, sensible and
cut (Shakespeare's) plays, he wise. The effect of Shaw's prodisembowels them." But Irv- se. he writes, "is like alcohol
ing took his revenge and kept upon the nerves. We are exintoxicated,
Shaw's only play to achieve hilarated,
mild tticcets, Amu and the breathless and, before the end.
Man, dangling on a string for exhausted ... For it is a style
months before dropping it. Im- that is always in top gear."
Michael Holroyd is not the
presarios were bewildered by
his anti-heroics. He could hard- biographer of Lytton Strachey
ly get his early plays staged or for nothing. He has written a
book,
as
pain the lord Chamberlain's remarkable
censorship and was reduced in authontative as it is enchanting.

•Flannery
sion as the whites, atA with as
much attention to their own individuality; and in all of her
writing, stories, essays and
speeches, letters — readers will
find a clear sympathy for the
civil rights movement as it was
evolving in those early years.
But we cannot wish her into being so perfectly liberated from
the old ways At we
ourselves to be, and we do
neither her nor ourselves a
favor if we try to make that
leap of fancy.
What matters, as she well

(continued from V%

3B1
3B)

knew.is that her vision was
universal. It embraced all men
with equal fervor, and it included all in the redemption that
was the guiding beacon if her
brief, coucageous, astonishingly productive life. How fortunate we atle to have the words
she left behind, and to have
them now in this single.
y^!urr-.
by any
measure, an indispensable
book.
Washington Post Book
14'ortd.
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Vietnam: the way it really happened
Editor's note- This the third
part of a three part series.
In part I. we began to expose
William
General
Westmoreland's fictionalized,
self-serving distortion of the
history of the Vietnam War.
We showed how his "blind
spot" toward Vietnam was
reflected in his contempt, insensitivity, ignorance, and racism
toward Vietnamese and other
Asians. In part 2, we
documented Westmoreland's
advice and key role in the
disasterous escalation of the
Vietnam War. We fitovided
I hapsome sense of what
. not
pened in the Viet
the unreal history wj once
again paid WestmoreLd to
present at the Univers* of,,
Maine.
Anyone familiar with the
Vietnam/Indochina War may
be astonished to read
Westmoreland's own account
of the Vietnam/Indochina War
published as A Soldier Reports.
This book is really pathetic,
revealing a man of severe moral
and intellectual limitations.
Westmoreland has learned

entertain not the slightest selfnothing from his Vietnam exdought. Despite the historical
periences. He is a down-to earth, "nice guy," who wants record, he was right, he was
always right, and he continues
and
understanding
our
to be right.
approval.
Particularly dangerous is
_ Throughout his book,
General Westmoreland's atWestmoreland sees everything
in narrowly militaristic terms. temp to reduce complex problems to oversimplified
As he stated throughout the
military/power solutions. He
war, if he had only had more
was just doing his duty as a
U.S. troops and more military
power, both to use and with
Guest Column
which to threaten the other
side, he would have succeeded.
by Doug Allen
After so many years, he still
and
Ngo Vinh Long
understands nothing of Vietnamese history, culture,
good soldier. He was just propolitics; and -society.; an
tecting our "national securiunderstaning that would have
ty." In his narrow unthinking
helped him to realize why his
approach, Wesunoreland never
narrow Military policy could
And, analyzes such difficult concepts
succeed.
not
as duty and national sucurity.
unbelievably, Westmoreland
Solutions are achieved by
malierstands nothing of the
military force, by using power
military
dhasterous effects his
or threatening the other side
policies had on Viet/nun/Indochina and on the economic, with potential destruction.
There is a clear national
social, ethical,and even military
well-being of the United States. chauvinism and "arrogance of;
power."
Astonishingly,
Westmoreland seems inWestmoreland not only recapable of doubting that the
mains so ignorant of Vietnam
Vietnam War and his military
but also so stubborn and selfpolicies may not have been in
righteous that he seems to

the national interest and may
not have protected the national
security of this country. and
perhaps most troubling for
in
who
believe
those
democracy, Westmoreland
seems incapable of doubting
the legitimacy of militaristic
policies and the right of those
in power in the U.S. to impose
by force such "solutions"
wherever they define "the national interest."
This attitude is expressed
throughout Westmoreland's
memoirs through insensitive
and dangerous statements
revealing little confidence or
belief in freedom of the press of
in civilian control of the
military. In fact, the miltary
Westmoreland's
provides
model for how he would like to
sec the press and civilian areas
of government administered.
There are other serious issues
Concerning Westmoreland such
as the question as to whether he
is a "war criminal." Let us
simply note that Telford
Taylor, U.S. Chief Counsel for
the prosecution at the Nazi warcrime trials at Nuremberg in
1946, has argued that military

leaders in Vietnam, such as
Westmoreland, could be liatile
to prosecution as war criminals
under the Nuremberg Principles.(See Taylor's Nsurmberg
and Vietnam: An American
Tragedy.)
society,
just
In
a
Westmoreland would either be
in prison or would be allowed
to withdraw quietly from public
life. Instead we reward him for
his past ignorance, obstinacy,
insensitivity, and immorality.
Why should a person who has
been shouwn to be so morally
and intellectually bankrupt and
whose historical account has
been so frequently discredited
now be given S5,000 to repeat
his self-serving, unreal history
of the Vietnam War? *11 of us
paid for Westmoreland's
policies in the past- many with
their lives- and now we pay
again. Who says that crime
soesn't pay?
Doug Allen is a
philosophy professor at the
University of Maine and a
member of the Maine Peace
Action Committee. Ngo Vinh
Long is a history professor at
the University of Maine

Sexual harassment is not a laughing matter
To the editor:
We are addressing an existing
but ignored problem: Sexual
Harassment at Parties. This
past Saturday night, September
24, I went to an off-campus
party in Old Town with 'some
friends. Since I am not a beer
drinker, I Isifbisaking frequent trips to the kitchen for
water. One time, I entered for
a glass and was harassed by
eight very big men who appeared drunk. They formed a
tight circle around me and
started grabbing at me.
Two of the men introduced
themselves to me as one bona
a member of the football team
and the other a member of the
basketball team. 1 don't know
if they were telling me the truth,
but just because they are jocks
does not mean they have the
right to treat me in this manner.
One man (the football player),
shook my hand and informed
me that I could "jack him off
anytime." Was I supposed to
fed honored? i didn't feel
honored, I felt afraid. I made
my way past them and ran out
of the room.
•
Why do some men think that
they can treat women this way?
Am I supposed to be so impressed that they are jocks? Are
these the same men who represent the University of Maine
and Dale Lick's precious sports
teams? Why is the university
building a new baseball lounge
and not adding more liglitifig
this campus?

A woman is not safe walking
alone at night. How many rapes
will it take for this university to
clearly see what a major problem this is?

To the editor:
1 also attended the same off.
campus party as my friend. I
am a sophomore and have been
to many parties, yet I have
never had to deal with the

abuse. The men surrounded me
trying to kiss me, and pinch my
behind and breasts. It was
frightening to think that these
men were doing this against my
will. 1 pushed them away to no
There were eight large men
avail. Then one of the men pullin the kitchen who were visibly
ed down his jeans and exposed
drunk. I put my jacket in the
himself to me. Disgusted, I ran
kitchen cupboard where—I-into the other room.
thought it would be safe.
I left the party intact, but
the
to
thought what if a woman
returns
later
occasional
On
had been invted to one of these
kitchen. I was faced with some
"gang bangs" without knowing
kind of verbal or physical

harassment that happened
Saturday, Sept. 24. I experienced the worst sense of invasion
that I have ever felt in a party
atmosphere.

what could happen and finding
that she couldn't escape? 1
wouldn't even wish that on my
worst enemy.
Everyone has their own
private space. No one has the
right to invade it. If anyone
reads this and recognizes it as
something that they have done,
think about how I feel and how
any other woman would feel.
Think about being raped.
Names withheld by request

Selling off grandmother's pearls
To the editor

Universtiy of Maine president Dale Lick's proposal to
sell part of the Palmer Collection of Pre-Columbian artifacts
in order to fund A clubhouse
and lounge for the baseball
team is reprehensible in light of
its special-interest group, sexist,
and unethically inappropriate
respects.
This is an issue of aceding to
the pressures of special-interest
groups (in this case, Dale Lick
himself) at the expense of the
larger population. While
baseball is a revered national
pastime (I am cheering for the
Red Sox; once again, even
though I fear they will disappoint me, once again), a
cle.kkosolit• •nei inunee for

r coaches,
baseball olayeri,
various support services, and'
perhaps sportswriters will
benefit a small minority of the
University populaton.
This is more blatantly an
:tat, of the
issue of stitistn
populations described above
who may benefit from such a
project, a very small percentage
will be female. Since the
University ri."..Y has !erge
facilities for football and
hockey teams and their realso
services,
quired
predominantly male, and no
comparable support for female
athletics programs, building
one more temple to male
athletics would be, at the very
.least, disrespectful.
The final issue lies in the
—Meta of ettilei aad morality.

The larger question of the
rightful ownership of the artifacts aside, Mr. Palmer's will
is understood to indicate that
"his" artifacts are to be sold
and the funds generated to be
uesoti as best benefits the
University. Senator George
Mitchell oversaw sales of some
artifacts which helped to construct the Maine Center for the
Arts This has obviously
benefited the entire University
population as indicatied by recent reports that students are
waiting in long lines to obtain
tickets to many of the varied
events to be held there.
Typically, funds for sports
facilities are generated by donations frown anhuslastic fans and
massive fund-raising campaigns
aimed at the altinnti coo7, ttet- 1.

ty. With fir tenripretandlino that_

Mr. Palmer was quite a sports
fan, it is doubtful whether he
would have agreed that a
baseball team clubhouse and
lounge will benefit the University as a whole. NIL Palmer
would probably have agreed
that the primary purpose of a
University is to educate. Space
is already restrictive for many
of the educational programs.
not to mention student housing, and sporting facilities
which will benefit a limited
population shoud not be funded by what amounts to selling
our grandmothers' pearl
necklaces.

Kim Lisa Kreiton
Patearravke
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of women states evidence from the
testimony of female students indicates
that there are cases of "crude, blatant
and persistent forms" of sexism in the
classroom, in which faculty members
have ridiculed known or suspected
feminists.
One female student who participated
in the survey upheld this evidence.
"(I have been) harrassed by a professor — humiliated because of my
feminist beliefs and my desire for the
professor to use generic language,"
she said.
When the women surveyed were asked if they had been discouraged by their
advisers from pursuing their field of
study, 94 percent responded no.
The task force reported that advisers
are more accessible to male students
than to women, which discourages a
woman from pursuing research and
possibly her field of interest.
To a related questioc__94imago(
_c the women surveyed alaspoodoCalusi--their level of respect for that* male pre.
fessors does not exceed that of their
female professors, while the male
students agreed by a 96 percent margin.
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Respondents angered
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In fact, some surveyed participants
are angered by the emphasis that is being placed on women's issues.
"I feel that this has been blown way
out of proportion, as so many things are
in this day and age." said one male
student. "Now, thanks to hundreds of
thousands of dollars that have been
spent on this silly survey, we will have
some new female faculty (members),
regardless of the fact that they may or
may not be qualified."
But 59 percent of the men and 69 percent of the women polled said that a
concentration on women's issues is
necessary.
Women were equally divided on questions relating to campus violence. Fifty
percent said they are fearful of walking
alone on campus at night, while 49 percent said they are not.
Ninety-six percent of male students
responded that they are not afraid to
walk on campus after dark, while I percent said they are afraid.
T•sk force diverse
The l987-811 task force committee included a diverse UMaine population.
Heading the committee was Sharon
Jackiw, associate director, Sponsored
Programs Division.
Terri Kosoff, undergraduate in the
College Of Arts and Sciences and Diane
Bowman, graduate student of human
developrnent werc the only raiiclent
representatives.
Also participating were: Suzanne
Eider, director of Equal Opportunity;
Ann Schonberger, associate professor.
Developmental Studies Program;
Thiainas Patterson, refervace department head at Fogler Library; Evelyn
Newlyn, director, Women in the Curriculum Program; and Alan Kimball,
associate professor. Department of
Fe.r..
! Mena dlowy.s.•$.
In addition: Nellie Hedstrom, human
development specialist, Cooperative Extension Service; John Halstead, vice
president for Student Affairs; Robert
Cobb, dean of College of Education;
John Alexander, professor and chair,
Department of Civil Engir.-ring and
Jeffrey Sosnaud. instructor, College of
Business Administration.
Also included were: Carolyn Forget,
supervisor of exounti in sponsored pmgrams division; Les Accord, director of
School of Nursing and Charles
Chandler, assistant director of Public
Safety.
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Miliano: Runner, mother, wife
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Busy schedule
for runner
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by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
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For the ordinary student, the
pressures of classwork can be immense.
For the student-athlete, those pressures
can be doubled.
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"Running is my time to be with
myself and think about things that I
want to think about."
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With husband Steve also having outside commitments, Miliano feels some
added pressure. 'It is like he is doing
ROTC because he has to and I'm doing
cross country because I chose to,"
Miliano said. "But running is very important to me. It's a lot of fun and we
have a good group. The team is very
"supportive. The good runners encourage
the others every Tact."
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After getting married and transfering
from Bow-doin, Milliner worked and
went to school part time in order to have
enough time to be with Justin.
"I wanted to go full time, but I felt
I should be with Justin for his first two
years," Miliano said. "He's old
enough now that we will be all -right.
plus we really didn't have a babysit
ter.
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There's only one way
to come out ahead
of the pack
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When asked if she is having fun running, raising Justin and being married,
Miliano gave these answers:
"Yes, it is fun to run. It is a lot of
work but not so much that it bothers
me. The team is very supportive.
"Justin's been wonderful, although
he has made things more difficult the

past two years. 1 feel as though ['would
be missing something if he weren't with
me.
"The marriage is much better this
year. Our schedules allow us to be home
evenings. We are getting along better
and are a lot happier than we have been
in a long time."

Miliano would like to continue running, competing in indoor and outdoor
track, but concedes that she may have
to go back to work in the spring to earn
money.

Add to that a marriage and a young
While she has three or four more
son, and it might seem a bit unbearable. semesters at the University of Maine,
But for Kim Miliano, this is life.
Steve will graduate in May. rim. who
A junior from Eastport. Miliano is-Agmajoring in elementaweducation and
_---.--varsity runner for the women's cross- - would like to teach music, said her hus. country tearn,-married to Steve Miliano, band might get up to a year off before
an Air Force ROTC cadet. and the pro- his assignment, but she will stay with
ud mother of Justin, their two-year-old Justin until graduation.
son.
Steve Miliano would like to make
affairs in the Air Force his career.
public
- "The biggest problem is babysitters
"There is always room for more time
and finding care for Justin," Miliano
said, who started dating her husband in (with Kim and Justin), but we have conflicting schedules. I am very supportive
high school. "I have to find time for
of her running. though."
practice and for him, but it has worked
out well. Our babysitter lives next door
As for where they would like to live,
and has a son Justin's age. He is very
their first choice is Hanscom Air Force
happy and it is very convenient.
Base in Bedford, Mass., while the northwest is second — Washington state or
"On Monday, Wednesday and FriAlaska.
day, Justin spends most of his time at
the babysitter, while on Tuesday and
With the championship meets coming
Thursday I can spend time with him.
up soon, Miliano does not seem very
Right,now he can play outside so I can
worried about running with 200 or so
study. He is very happy when he's in the
people for the first time. "I can pace
sandbox. In the winter, it will be more
myself. It is helpful to gauge how you
difficult for me to study with Justin inrun according to your teammates. Runside."
ning alone, you might run the wrong

t of
hat

pror of
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blic

Running turns out to be one of the.
only times Miliano is with someone she
doesn't get to spend much time with —
herself.

pace.
"We work on running as a team. I
know that Gwen Seeger is behind me
and trying to catch up, while I have to
pull her along. I am also trying to catch
up to who is ahead of me."

Photo by Dan Bustard
Kim Miliano, a varsity cross count!, runner for the University of Maine team,
with her son Justin and husband Steve. Kim juggles motherhood, a marriage,
and running while also attending college full-time as a junior elementary education major.
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U.S. medal remains in Soviet hands
Three seconds.
Three &min seconds and sixteen
years.
' But finally it would all be forgotten.
Munich. 1972. The worst travesty in
sports history.
The game ends. rhe United States
wins the Olympic gold medal in men's
basketball. Doug Collins, whose two
free throws won the game, is a national hero.
Take two. The game ends. The
Soviet Union wins the Olympic gold
medal in men's basketball. Doug Collins, whose two free throws did not
win the game, is no longer a national
hero.
The United States refused w accept
the silver medal in 1972. "Sorry,"
they said. "This isn't ours, this
belongs to the Soviets. This is the
wrong color. Ours is gold,"
Wrong. Somebody screwed up.
Handed the gold one to the Soviets.
The referees, the timer, somebody.
Now all that was left was this crummy silver one. Tarnished, too.
"No thanks,-th-they- said. "You
keep it We'll get it .hark anon
enough."

Dave Greely
1976. New players, but the same-old
"USA" on the jerseys. "Now we can
get our medal back," this new
bunch said. "Our gold one they gave
to the Russians four years ago."
But the Soviets lost. Never played
the U.S. The new bunch got a gold
medal but not the right one. Not the
one that was given to the Soviets four
years earlier.
Things would be different in 1980.
"Hey, we're going to Russia," said
a new generation of Olympians.
"We'll bump in to them and get that
missing medal. Certainly they've
realized the mistake by now. They
must know the difference between
gold and silver. They'll shrug and say,
'Oops,' and we'll have it back."
IL! Jimmy Carter didn't see it that
wily You can't an to Russia to play
basketball, he said. Not with the
Vietnam - -it-Soviets playing
Afghanistan -Sorry boys, we'll net it
back iri '84 when they come to Los

Angeles," Carter said "Just be patient."
If only Mrs. Andropov had taught
little Yuri that golden rule. You know,
the one about the two wrongs not
making a right. Then the Soviets
would have come to Los Angeles with
that medal. But she didn't and they
didn't.
All of the sudden it was Wednesday,
September 28, 1988 in Seoul, South
Korea Two basketball teams — one
with red uniforms reading "CCCP,"
the other team in red, white and blue
— were on the same basketball court
in Olympic competition for the first
time since, 1972.
Doug Collins and Tom McMillan
were now David Robinson and Danny Manning. But it was the same two
teams that played 16 years ago, realty. And there was the medal, 16 years
old but still shining, dangling from a
clock that read :03,
And then the rndai wac :rale Hat
the clock still reads :03.
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Players agree to drug testing
PLYMOUTH, N.H. — Players on
four of Plymouth State's fall sports
teams have agreed to under go voluntary
drug testing, the first group of college
athletes believed to have made such a
commitment.

several weeks ago and presented the
voluntary testing idea. The captains
decided to take it to their teams, and the
individual athletes unanimously signed
'letters agreeing to any voluntary testing,
Etamford said.
None of the coaches were involved,
"We're trying to establish a model
he said.
program for our student-athletes,"
The teams include football, men's and
Athletic Director Steve Bamford said.
women's
soccer, and women's field
"We want to keep it at the forefront of
hockey, about 225 athletes.
their minds, that we're not just paying
Frank Uryasz, director of sports
lip service."
sciences
for the NCAA in Kansas City,
Bamford said he wants to erase the
said he is not aware of any other school
image of Plymouth State as a party
that has agreed to voluntary testing.
school, as depicted in a Playboy
"There
are some schools that have
Magazine poll last year.
vountary testing," he said, "but not
The athletes won't actually undergo everyone from every team.
testing, at least until money is available
Many Divisioe I and II schools have
from either the NCAA or private- Mandatory testing. "They have to prosources. However, if any Plymouth tect their investment in scholarships,"
State teams qualify for post-season tour- Bamford said.
naments, they must undergo testing
Among Division III schools that ofunder-NCAA regulations.
fer so_ athletic scholarships, such as
"If we were tested this week, I'd be Plymouth State, 2 percent have testing,
happy to," said football tri-captain all mandatory, Uryasz said.
Chris McCormack of Melrose, Mass.
Drug testing has been a controversial
"If there was a problem, we'd find out subject throughout sports in recent
now and take care of any problem a per- years. Some of the top players in major
son might be having."
league baseball, the National Footbal
He said the testing vote also was a League, and college football have been
way to let freshmen "know how we feel suspended for drug use. And perhaps
about this thing."
the most shocking incident occured this
Tony Luongo of Medford. Mem.,co- weekend when Canadian sprint hero
captain of the men's soccer team, said Ben Johnson had his gold medal taken
he hoped the idea "will catch on at other away at the Olympics when he tested
schools and they'll follow in our positive for steroids, which helps
footsteps."
athletes add size and muscle.
Bamford met with the team captains
But testing has been opposed by in-

"The right approach is to educate
students, help students identify that they
have a problem and provide good confidential help and counseling."
Darla Zisk of Augusta, Maine, cocaptain of the women's field hockey
team, said the question of privacy never
came up when her team met to discuss
the idea and Luongo discounted any
pressure to sign.
Bamford has tried to raise the
awareness of drug abuse by holding
several drug symposiums on campus.
During one in April, the entire football
team volunteered to submit to a test for
steroids, administered and paid for by
the NCAA;the top 24 players were pick"Testing can't truly be voluntary ed, and all tested negative, Bamford
when a young man or woman is ap-.. said.
proached by a coach who is deciding
Under Bamford's plan, questions
whether he or she plays, or how much
about how to run such a program and
they play," he said when told of the
what to do if an athlete tests positive
latest testing plan at his Plymouth Sate. would be answered by an advisory comEven without involvement by
mittee composed of athletes, faculty,
coaches, he said stronger pressure would college administrators and a doctor.
come from teammates.
He also hopes the idea of testing
Further, "if it is truly, truly volun- spreads to other varsity sports on campus, although he said it would have to
tary, students who are clean will get
be voluntary.
tested and the others will not," he
"We could never mandate drug
said.
He also cited constitutional testing," he said. "It would be a real
problem on campus."
guarantees of privacy unless there is proHe also said that if the NCAA ever
bable cause, and due process involving
provided more funding for testing,
punishment or voluntary treatment if an
Plymouth State would apply. He said it
athlete is tested positive.
costs about $25 to test an athlete for
"Even with the best of intentions ...
most drugs, but the price jumps to
the only way to help is if the student
recognizes the problem and wants some several hundred dollars if the test inhelp," he said.
cludes steroids.

dividual players and players' unions,
mostly as an invasion of privacy, and
the NCAA has been taken to court by
several athletes who balked at mandatory testing in post-season
championships.
There is opposition, too, at Plymouth
State.
Robert Egbert, an associate professor
in the Social Science Department, successfully got a nonbinding resolution
passed at the school in 1986 that would
reject the NCAA mandatory testing for
playoff teams, and have Plymouth State
teams pull out of such tournaments
rather than be tested.

Johnson's loss wounds Canada
TORONTO(AP) — The stripping of
Ben Johnson's Olympic gold medal in
a drug scandal has wounded Canadian
pride and shamed a nation hungry for
a hero to replace hockey superstar
Wayne Gretzky.

"It's like Wayne Gretzky getting run
over by a car," said Pat Reid, the
Canadian high-jump coach.
The spirit of a nation raced with
Johnson when he won the gold medal
in the 100m on Saturday with a world

Hey, U-MAINE!

SUGARLOAF U.S.A
is once again offering
Student Season Passes
for the low price of just

$250
Bill Nichols
108 Hannibal

Mark Monroe
Get your tickets NOW
at The Athletic Ticket Office. Kappa Sigma

record time of 9.79 seconds. The
euphoria was dashed when Johnson
tested positive for stanzolol, a musclebuilding steroid outlawed by Olympic
officials. He was stripped of the medal
Tuesday.
Dr. George Astaphan, Johnson's per
physician, and Larry Heidebrecht,
Johnson's agent, insisted the sprinter
had not taken stanzolol.
"The only thing we can say is that it
is a tragedy, a mistake or sabotage."
Heidebrecht said.
Johnson, a 26-year-old Jamaican
transplant, waved the Canadian flag in
triumph and dedicated his gold to his
mother and all Canadian citizens.
He returned home with a jacket over
his head, hurdling a hedge to duck
reporters after flying home from New
York in the seclusion of a }et cockpit.
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It was unheroic conduct for the
world's fastest human, who had been
awarded the Order of Canada and a
medal from Queen Elizabeth at the
Commonwealth Games.
Johnson's disgrace was heralded in
C.anadian headlines such as "Fool's
Gold," "Black Day for Canada,"
"Seconds of Glory, Years of Shame."
"From Fame to Shame," and "Big
Ben is Now Has-Ben."
"We're feeling low. Some of us don't
want to accept what happened," said
John Furedy, a psychologist at the
University if Toronto, in assessing the
national psyche.
"We all share some of the responsibility in the sense that we put such
tremendous pressure on these people," Furedy said.
Trent Frayne, sports columnist for the
(;lobe and Mail of Toronto. said
Johnson's victory was the biggest event
in Canada since a national team beat the
Soviet Union in a seven-game hockey
series in 1972.
The drug scandal brought the same
sickening feeling to the nation as did
Gretzky's trade to the Los Angeles
Kings.
(see JOHNSON per 11)
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*Johnson
(continued from page 10)

"There was enormous exhilaration.
Then 72 hours later, there was this roller
coaster ride to the bottom," Frayne
said. "The Ben Johnson episode is a
tragedy of shocking proportions"
"It's as if an entire country has gone
into a period of national mourning on
his behalf," wrote columnist John
Robertson of the Toronto Star.
Canadian youth took the new hard.
"We look up to the guy. I guess we
don't look up to him anymore," said
Craig Brown, 13, of Toronto.
"He's letting all his fans down. He let
Canada down," said Donny Clarke,
12.
Canada has always tried to escape the

*Wyman
Abortiou. equal rights
Wyman expressed concern about
abortion and what he called a lack of
alternatives to it. He said he would support legislation outlawing abortions, except in cases of rape, incest, and the life
of the mother being at risk. He said he
supports adoption and daycare for low income families to replace what he called "abortions of convenience."
Wyman considers an Equal Rights
Amendment unnecessary, saying the last
attempt to do so in Maine lacked sufficient explanation of what the law in -

**
***
**I'
*
4(

*General
In 1975, Saigon, the capital of South
Vietnam was overrun by the communist
insurgency from the North.
Westmoreland said the fact that U.S.
troops withdrew before Saigon was
overtaken is evidence that Vietnam was
not a military defeat for the United
States.
"When South Vietnam was taken
over by the North Vietnamese army. the

(coadmsed from page 1)
U.S. had already departed. We were not
defeated in Vietnam."
He said the United States' committment to the Vietnamese conflict from
1964-1973 signifies a military victory.
"In part we won by holding the line for
ten years. We bought (the South Vietnamese)time to mature ... and develop
a resistace to communism."

Give your heart
an extra helping.

American Heart
Association
WET4E FIGHTING F-OP
\CUR LIFE

Say no to high fat foods

Eastern Maine Medical Center

Community Relations Internship

(medusa' from page It

"Jugt because I'm a 1rublican
doesn't mean I don't want a clean environment," he said.

.
*4,
*4,
**
**
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influence of the United States, where its
dollar is worth 80 cents. Now it has
forfeited its only gold medal of the
Olympics.
"He has left Canadians hanging their
heads in shame," wrote the Corner
Brook Western Star.
"He tarnished the name and reputation of Canada and let its people
down," said the Fredrickton Gleaner.
But columnist Gary Lautens of the
Toronto STar said the nation should not
cover its head in shame.
"What Johnson did was wrong. It's
cheating. It's believing the end justifies
the means, its looking for an unfair
edge," Lautens said. "But it is also
just a foot race. It's time somebody
reminded us nobody tried to peddle
arms for hostages, nobody shot down
a civilian airliner, nobody boobytrapped a home."

11

tended to do. He said the proposed
amendment would open up "a Pandora's Box of sensitive social issues."
Wyman concluded his speech by saying he would "absolutely not" support
an equal rights measure for
homosexuals.
"We must have compassion for these
people. They are human beings...(and)
they should not he ridiculed or
persecuted and there are laws on the
books right now to protect them from
that sort of thing," he said.
"I do not support any legislation
which, in my view. would be an effective stamp of approval on conduct that
the majority of people in our society
believe is immoral."

* Earn money!
* Receive credits!
* Learn as you WORK!
Opportunity to work with a professional communications
team in a learning environment. A 20-hour _per week
internship with attractive stipend starting in October.
Prefer graduate student or upper division undergrad with
major in English or journalism/broadcasting
Demonstrated communications skills, such as feature writing,
news releases, still photography, and public service
announcements, ability to plan and initiate special (PR)
events a plus. Writing samples and/or portfolio required.
For information on application process, contact the
Community Relations Department, EMMC,945-7740
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Let some of the bipest ears

in music judge your talent.
Enter the Casio College Jan Playoff.
have the ears of recording Association of Music Merchants Show
executives. Musicians. And members
in California And they will even get
of the music media
a recording date.
Each of the eight finalist groups
Because they'll all be judging
y()Li r jazz group's creativity; originality; will win an expense-paid trip-to New
and perfbrrnance in the Casio College Itbrk City to compete in the finals at
jazz Playoff.
'The Bottom ,Line." And each of the
Only 25 colleges have been
seven runner-up groups will win
a professional Casio instrument.
selected to compete for the grand
prize: an expense-paid trip to CASI0• So make yourself heard at the
MusiC') Casio College Jazz Playoff. For
California for an entire group.
The winning group will also
details,get the ear of your
school's
music director today
get to perform at the Nation
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